Several theoretical and experiential studies of runaway electrons in the well-known Tokamaks of the world have been made over the past few decades. In the present study, the measurements of runaway electrons energy were carried out by a new runaway probe in the IR-T1 Tokamak.In the IR-T1 Tokamak, the hard X-ray diagnostic system is used as a diagnostic global measurement system at the vessel wall of Tokamak. Runaway probe was first designed and fabricated for local measurement near the plasma edge in IR-T1 Tokamak. The new diagnostic has the advantage that the local interaction of runaways with materials can be evaluated, along with the direct measurement of the runaway electrons. The runaway probe consists of 2 LYSO (Lu 1.8Y.2SiO5:Ce) crystals covered by a graphite housing which is shielded by tungsten filter placed in the direction of runaway electrons. The main elements of the runaway probe are LYSO crystals which convert the energy of runaway electrons into visible light which is instructed to silicon photomultipliers. The present study aimed to evaluate a new runaway probe in the IR-T1 Tokamak to detect beta and gamma rays. The results indicated that electron spectrum is between 500 keV and 2 MeV at the plasma edge in the IR-T1 Tokamak.
Introduction
The basic reason for studying superthermal electrons is frequently defined by the great heat flux coming to plasma coating materials with a runaway current created during a major Tokamak plasma disruption. In this case, the large heat flux produced can cause damage to the walls of large fusion machines such as JET, JT60-U, especially in ITER [1] . Applying the toroidal electric field to Tokamak plasma leads to an increase in the velocity of the thermal electrons. The collision forces between the electron decrease rather than increasing at a faster rate if the relative velocity between electrons and ion species exceeds the electron thermal velocity. However, it is clearly regarded as an unstable situation. In fact, the electrons run away if the electric field is fixed, and the velocity of electrons increases from the critical speed υ cr . The required electric field for a given electron velocity to be υ cr is called the Dreicer field [2, 3] . This generation mechanism is called "primary generation process." Another process which can put electrons into the runaway region of velocity space arises from close collision between already existing runaway electrons and thermal electrons (an avalanche mechanism). Although test particles in plasma are mainly affected by the same large-impact parameter collision with small momentum transfer, the smaller number of close collisions which transfer larger momentum is more important in this process. In this case, the relevant close collisions are considered as those lifting a slow electron above the critical velocity of runaway. In addition, generation in this process requires the presence of primitive runaway electrons with high energy. Thus, the avalanche mechanism plays a significant role in large-scale Tokamaks [4] .
The energy and current of these electrons depend on some factors such as plasma density, plasma voltage, temperature and plasma impurities, and magnetohydrodynamic activity (MHD). For example, runaway electrons are produced in the MeV range due to low density or high loop voltage at the start of the plasma or the main rupture (plasma startup [5] [6] [7] , disruptions [8] [9] [10] [11] , or instabilities [12, 13] ). Further, runaway electrons with such high energy can damage the Tokamak wall. Based on the reports, up to 700 MJ of energy can be transferred to the wall by the runaway electrons in the ITER [14] . Therefore, the assessment of the methods involved in terminating and suppressing the runaway electron beam is very important [15] .
A large number of studies have centralized on runaway electrons in the plasma core and the vessel wall although no measurement has been made at the plasma boundary. Furthermore, various techniques have been used in the vessel wall. For example, hard X-ray radiation measurements are done at the time of discharge when the high-energy runaway electrons collide with plasma ions and the limiter/wall of Tokamak [16] [17] [18] leading to Bremsstrahlung radiation, which results in generating Hard X-ray photons. However, further studies are necessary to evaluate various aspects of the runaway electrons such as electron cyclotron emission (ECE) and Bremsstrahlung radiation [19] in order to obtain more information about runaway electrons. "Experimental setup" section describes the IR-TI Tokamak and the experimental setup. "Results and discussion" section presents the results, and discussion is elaborated in "Conclusion" section.
Experimental setup
IR-T1 is an ohmically heated and small research Tokamak located at the Plasma Physics Research Center (PPRC). Tokamak IR-T1 is an air-core Tokamak without a shell of copper. It has major radius of R = 45 cm and a minor radius of a = 12.5 cm, the plasma current I p = 20-35 KA, the toroidal magnetic field is B t = 0.7-0.8 T, the line average electron density is ñ = (0.7 − 1.5) × 10 19 m −3 and the electron temperature is T e = 10-500 eV. The main parameters of IR-T1 Tokamak are given in Table 1 . The desired Tokamak consists of a vacuum vessel with a circular cross section that was made from a stainless steel welding structure with two toroidal breaks and a minor radius, b = 15 cm.
In the present study, a new probe (runaway p) was designed and fabricated to spectral measurements of runaway electrons. After initial tests, it was installed on IR-T1 Tokamak and 90 Sr (546 keV, 2.28 MeV) source was employed simultaneously in order to calibrate new probe. Beta particles are fast electrons (or positrons) emitted as a result of the decay of a neutron (or proton) in nuclei which contain an excess of the respective nucleon. Nuclides that decay directly to the ground state are "pure beta emitters". 290 Sr/ 90 Y is such a source, emitting a continuous spectrum of fast electrons up to a maximum energy of 0.546/2.27 MeV. The diameter of the source is 14 mm. 90 Sr is a beta emitter, with a half-life of 28.8 years, decaying into 90 Y with an end-point energy of 0.546 MeV. 90 Y is also a beta emitter, with a half-life of 64 h and an endpoint of about 2.3 MeV. Due to the half-lives of the two isotopes, a secular equilibrium between the two decay processes is reached, with a continuous beta spectrum which extends up to 2.3 MeV and has two components associated with the two isotopes. The measurements were taken with a 90 Sr/ 90 Y radioactive beta source (which added the complication of a beta spectrum with two components), and by the use of a simple Geiger counter to detect the electrons after they traverse a sheet of material. While the basic measurements and the evaluation of a rough value of the mass absorption coefficient formed the basis for all common activities, additional measurements and detailed GEANT simulations were then carried out for a further understanding of the obtained results. The Geiger was connected to a control box, which incorporates a variable power supply and a digital scaler, to record the counts from the detector. A Geiger counter is usually operated in the "plateau" region, i.e., with an applied voltage which minimizes the variations in the output signal amplitude (hence in the number of registered counts) as a function of the voltage. The plateau curve was measured for the counter employed in the present experiment registering the counts due to the presence of the radioactive source, placed at a fixed distance from the detector, for increasing values of the bias voltage. A value of 300 V was then chosen, roughly corresponding to the center of the plateau curve. Due to the fact that the calibration was carried out at the Science and Technology Park in Tehran and since I was Phd student at another university, they refused to give me the Beta rays spectrum and gave me only the calibration results.
The influence of less energetic electrons on the produced signal resulted in creating an error in the spectral measurements of about 20%. The results of the probe were tested with an error of approx 150 keV, which is related to the amount of energy lost through the graphite sheath due to the type of graphite used. This probe includes two scintillating LYSO (Lu 1.8Y.2SiO5:Ce) crystals [20] , which are connected to silicon photomultipliers (Micro Fc 30035). The probe is located in the direction of runaway electrons in IR-TI Tokamak. The light output of the first scintillator is a function of the runaway electron energy, which is proportional to the number of incident runaway electrons. The probe aims to develop a tool which provides information of the runaway electron behavior. Figure 1a and b displays schematic [18] and real photographs of runaway probe.
The outside of the runaway probe is covered by 1.5-mm graphite housing. The graphite housing shields the detectors from the low energy particles. Only runaway electrons with an energy exceeding 500 keV can pass through the graphite [21] . The second crystal is separated by a piece of 2.5 mm tungsten. The electron and gamma beams cross graphite sheath and reach the first crystal, while the tungsten filter causes only the gamma to pass through and reach the second crystal. Thus, based on the difference in the signals obtained from the first and second crystals, the signal is obtained based on the beta signal. As illustrated in Fig. 1b , the crystals are white in order to reflect better and faster the light inside the crystal and direct toward the silicon photomultipliers. In addition, optical grease is used as a vertical retainer at the interface between the crystals and the silicon photomultipliers. It is worth noting that the refractive index of the grease should be greater than the crystals and less than the silicon photomultipliers. Then, the overall reflection does not occur, and the light can easily pass through and reach the silicon photomultipliers. Simple simulation of the energy loaded on the graphite part of the probe by considering the mass attenuation coefficient of carbon graphite of beta particles can be made under certain conditions including an active cross section of the probe S = 2 × 10 −4 m 2 , and thickness of d = 0.0015 m. Electrons with energy higher than 500 keV lost about E abs ≈ 150 keV in the graphite part.
The crystals encompass some characteristics such as 2760 °C melting point of 20 mm length, 1 mm 2 cross section, 45 ns decay time, 420 nm peak emission, and 27600 photons/MeV light output [20] . The crystal length was selected to have enough signal.
Results and discussion
In IR-T1 Tokamak, electrons can be accelerated up to a maximum energy of 2 MeV [22] . In addition, the absorbed energy in the crystal per one electron (gamma) passing through the crystal is considered as a slowly varying function of the electron (gamma) energy between 500 keV and 2 MeV. The deposited energy in the crystal is about 50 keV (10 keV) per one electron (gamma). In order to gain information about runaway electrons behavior in the energy range between 500 keV and 2 MeV, signals from the first and second crystal should be used. In the present study, discharge time was 32 ms, the runaway probe located at the tangent to the limiter in all discharge, and the value of vertical magnetic field was 2.75 kV. Figure 2a -f shows the time evolution of the plasma current, loop voltage, the signal of crystal 1, the signal of crystal 2, beta signals, and Mirnov oscillation, respectively. Based on the results, the maximum plasma current is around 20 KA. As illustrated in Fig. 2f , the most magnetic instability occurs between 24 and 28 ms due to these instabilities. Further, as shown in Fig. 2a , the plasma current decreases during this period and the plasma is off. As observed in Fig. 2c and d , the minimum amount of radiation is observed at the given time interval by decreasing the density and plasma current. The spectral analysis of the obtained signals occurs when the first crystal can detect and measure electrons with energy above 500 keV.
The total absorbed energy in 3D GEANT4 [21] , simulation by first and second crystals, see Fig. 3 , reduces proportionally with increasing thickness of the tungsten.
The minimum amount of energy measured by the first crystal is 500 keV. Therefore, the runaway probe can resolve electron with energies between 500 keV and 2 MeV. To obtain the mean energy of runaway electrons in shorter time intervals, the discharge time of 50 ms was broken down to 10 equal time intervals of 5 ms each [22] . It was observed that after 15 ms from the plasma initiation, the photons with Fig. 1 a The schematic of runaway probe in IR-T1 Tokamak demonstrates the position of LYSO crystals inside the graphite housing. The second crystal is shielded by 2.5 mm tungsten and b the real photos of runaway probe the energy more than 100 keV are starting to appear. These photons grow longer in count until the plasma fade away. In this investigation, the time interval of 50 ms was chosen due to the fact that the hard X-ray spectra could be detected even after the plasma had died out. It can be seen from the hard X-ray count graphs that the number of low energy photons increases as the plasma moves toward the end of its existence. According to HXR measurements, we will have the highest amount of energy in the interval of 20-30 ms. In the 50-ms interval, the amount of energy measured by the HXR is between 100 keV and 1 MeV, which is consistent with what was measured by the runaway probe in that interval.
Conclusion
In the present study, runaway electrons were measured by generating runaway probe. In IR-T1 Tokamak, the hard X-ray diagnostic system was used as a diagnostic global system, and accordingly, this diagnostic system was utilized to obtain a modest amount of information about runaway electrons. Then, the new diagnostic was used to measure runaway electrons directly near the plasma edge of IR-T1 Tokamak for the first time. In addition, the runaway probe was used as a local diagnostic system in IR-T1 Tokamak. Further, runaway probe was first implemented to access the information at the edge of the plasma. The results indicated that the values of beta and gamma rays are measured in the range of 500 keV-2 MeV with an approximate tool error of 150 keV for the runaway probe. Finally, comprehensive information related to the behavior of runaway electrons can be obtained by combining the information obtained from the Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License, which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence, and indicate if changes were made. The images or other third party material in this article are included in the article's Creative Commons licence, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not included in the article's Creative Commons licence and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://creat iveco mmons .org/licen ses/by/4.0/.
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